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In her latest presentation ‘a divided dot.review‘ Marlena Kudlicka reinterprets the concept of ‘a review‘ as a further part of the ‘a divided dot‘
project, which has been realized in her recent works.
The concept of ‘review‘ represents another analysis of the chronology of the division point, which is also a review of the current exhibition
and an overview of the previous exhibitions. Each edition expands the project into increasingly complex sculptural and language structures.
In the ‘a divided dot‘ series, Kudlicka constructs her architectural forms using punctuation, letters, numbers, and words by arranging them into
diagrams, algorithms, sculptures, and installations. Geometric and linguistic grammar of the space is strictly defined by numbers, letters and
words that oscillate between precision and error. The letters and words are used to describe the space, while the numbers are used to measure
it. An equally important function is played by the titles of the works, which Kudlicka treats as language sculptures.
The notions that were essential to maintain the continuity of the project were the chronology of the exhibitions and the issues that were
presented in them:
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from the smallest font, a dot to the text, review
A dot, the font, as the elementary printing unit, appears throughout the ‘a divided dot‘ series. The ‚Protocol of errors on.e’ is a project which
opens Kudlicka’s sequence of works. A dot in the word on.e functions as a mistake; at the same time this word has become the foundation
for creating the free-standing iron constructions and a group of sculptural collages. The analysis of the dot is continued in the next ‘a divided
dot‘ presentation, which is an arrangement of the exhibition entitled ‘Changing the Field of View. Modern Printing and Avant Garde‘ created
for the Museum of Art in Lodz, Poland. The architectural grammar of the space, based on the principle of the counterpoint, resulted from its

close connection with the notion of the Typographic Point. The ‘a divided dot‘ sentence, constructed of solid figures, which have been derived
from the shape of letters, has been placed by the artist in the 400m2 museum hall in accordance with the strict rules of the Strzemiński and
Tschichold functional printing. Placed in a rectangular contour of the museum walls, the sculptures have formed a three dimensional model
of the catalogue cover.
In the ‘a divided dot. folder‘ presentation, Marlena refers to the idea of the folder as a collection, in which she archives and documents the
mechanisms of division of dot and its components.
The concept of a review is another segment in the construction of the ‚a divided dot. review‘ project, which, as a new element in the
arrangement of the exhibition, co-creates, summarizes and expands the concept of the exhibition.
The ‘a divided dot.review‘ project is a site-specific work. For Kudlicka the exhibition room becomes a typographical field, which has been
converted into a magazine of art, and the planes of the walls function as its part. The graphic and text form has been laid out on a moving wall
playing the role of a card opening in the catalogue. The excision of the lower part of one of the walls in the gallery can be associated with the
fold of a page which is just being read. The digits placed in the corners of the walls, used by the artist to sharpen the precision of the space,
represent the page numbering in the magazine of art.
The composition of a review is tailored to the thematic requirements of the work, the intended recipient, the specificity of the medium in
which the review has been published. Reviews belong to the group of metatextual genres. They are preceded by another sender’s statement,
which becomes the object of description and critical reflection. Both acts of communication are, by definition, separated by the distance in
time. The outcome is a text that has two authors (the author - the creator of the message, the reviewer - critical reflection on the message). Art
reviews are almost always written after the work has been made public (by exposure or print) (Wiki)
In the case of the ‘a divided dot. review‘ exhibition, the above defined notion of distance loses its meaning: the artist presents the text of
the reviewer. Another thing is the disappearance of the division into the review and the work: a review as a concept becomes a tool, which
is transformed into a spatial linguistic composition. In the context of the analysis of the ‚a divided dot. review‘ work, the ‚review‘ structure
represents a type of a closed composition, characterized by a strong connection between the text components. An important role is also
played by the title of the exhibition, which introduces its theme and reveals the main thesis.
A review plays analytical-critical and informative functions, but for Marlena it is not a standalone description of a work, but, analyzed as
the concept itself, it becomes the medium, part of the exhibition, and in fact the exhibition itself. In the ‘a divided dot.review‘ project the
distinction between the form and content does not exist. Jacek Kowalski 2014
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(left page) ‘wool from the palm and inverted commas‘, 2012, palm, spatial composition, 210 × 200 cm
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